Council Members To Boycott Honors And Awards Meeting

Student Council will be boycotted by some of its members today when it meets to vote on the nominations submitted by the Honors and Awards Commission.

SG Treasurer Larry Steinhauser, a leader of the boycott, charged that SG should have at least suspended the Awards today when it meets to vote on the nominations submitted by the Honors and Awards Commission.

Steinhauser announced the planned boycott on the Thursday that the entire proceeds of the award might be only a campaign tactic on the part of the Committee on Student Activities, which sponsored the Boycott. He observed that the wording of the referendum was placed on the ballot because of constant changes that SG was practicing in favorism in giving the award out. They believe that the wording of the referendum was intended only to permit the continued presentation of the endowed Buckvar and Bowker Awards which has escaped charges of favoritism.

Community Service Committee To Direct College's Projects

Plans for a Community Service Co-ordinating Committee are leaving the drawing board stage, according to Larry Steinhauser, Student Government Treasurer.

The Committee, to be jointly organized by the Fee Commission and the Community Affairs Committee, will, it is hoped, provide a centralized agency through which community projects may be efficiently handled.

At present, numerous campus organizations, including House Plans, IFC, and the Christian Association, sponsor individual programs.

"Community service projects at the College are, for the most part, disorganized, poorly planned, and will have an organizational meeting on May 14th, will consist of representatives from the clubs. The committee will send letters to Harlem leaders, informing them that they are available for educational projects in the community and asking them for specific assignments. Projects, open to unaffiliated students, will then be distributed among campus organizations.

Larry Steinhauser Leads Honors and Awards Boycott

President: JOHN ZIPPERT
Executive Vice-President: JOEL COOPER
Treasurer: MARTIN KAUFFMAN
Secretary: MARK LANDIS
Campus Affairs VP: SEE EDITORIAL
Educational Affairs VP: HOWARD SIMON
Community Affairs VP: MICHAEL TICKTIN
Council '65: VIVIAN NEUMANN BROWN LARRY STEINHAUER RICHARD LOHENTHAL
Council '66: BRUCE FREUND JANE LEVRAU BARRY YOUNGERMAN
Council '67: NIKE LANDSMAN LINDA LUBAR RUBIN MARGULES JERALD OSBOFF JERSEY SHAPIRO LARRY YERMACK

Larry Steinhauser leads a group of students who are boycotting the Honors and Awards Commission. They believe that the wording of the referendum was intended only to eliminate all but the two endowed awards presented annually by Student Council. They claim that the referendum was placed on the ballot because of constant changes that SG was practicing in favorism in giving the award out. They believe that the wording of the referendum was intended only to permit the continued presentation of the endowed Buckvar and Bowker Awards which has escaped charges of favoritism.

Heavy Voting Reported As SG Elections Begin

The start of Student Government elections yesterday was marked by a heavier first day turnout than last December, according to Election Agency Chairman Barry Dombler.

The big surprise was the heavy voting by engineers. The North Campus polling site reported heavy returns, with voting at the Finley Center site being light to moderate. The Cohen Library site, according to Dombler, picked up a small number of votes that would normally have been cast at Finley Center.

Dombler refused to reveal the total number of ballots cast yesterday, but a frequent observer of SG elections placed it at about 900.

Several FHES executive candidates have expressed cautious optimism about the election, but with three days of voting left, none of them are calling it a sure thing. Yesterday's votes seemed to give Danny Katkin and His Free Harlem Parents Body Charges Freshmen Will Be 'Lily White'

By FRED ARIAS

The Harlem Parents' Committee has charged that "the necessary machinery is now in operation to make certain that the entering class of September 1964 at the City and Brooklyn Colleges will be 'lily white'."

The committee was criticizing the Administration's plan to use applicant's college Entrance Examination Board, or SAT scores, as an entrance requirement. The composite score is determined by a formula using two sub-scores: verbal and mathematics. The committee explained that the SAT, administered by the College Entrance Examination Board, is oriented for the middle class white student. In view of this, the committee said, "youngsters who have received a segregated education have difficulties in gaining high scores on exams based on knowledge and experience not gained in segregated schools."

The committee also noted that "many educators discount these Board exams." "They state that those schools should be calibrated in the acceptance of students."

The committee said that it favored the plan used up to this year in which "young people with high averages in High School were admitted," and "Board scores were not used unless their academic average was lower than the entrance College average." But Will Be Split

"Arrow' Publishing But Will Be Split

The Hunter Arrow, which was to have been split, has been suspended by Hunter College's President John Morris, because of a disagreement among members of its editorial board, resumed publication Monday.

Allan Coleman, who had been publishing this newspaper all this by distributing a useless card with the message 'protest gimblicks.' This flip side asks voters to 'vote commitment.' By REBEL OWEN
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President Gallagher Calls Committee Unisoned

House Plan Assn. Holding Elections

House Planners are going to the polls this week to elect next term's HPA executive officers.

Running for President are Alan Fleischman and Steve Weinberg. Rick Trop is running unopposed for Vice-President. Robert Voigt and David Camm are contesting the office of Treasurer. Eric Weiss and Maria Bibilo are running for Secretaries.

House Plan members can vote near Room 326 Finley by displaying their College ID cards and their House Plan membership cards when voting.
Zipper
Observation Post endorses John Zipper for the position of Student Government President, believing that his conception of that organization embodies the philosophy that will most benefit the College, its students, and the community. His opponent, by dint of naming a slate Free Higher Education, has indicated undue stress on one overtly, albeit not major one, of Student Government's many functions. While not discounting the vital need for maintaining the City University on a free tuition basis, Zipper realizes that "free tuition does not a college make."

Observation Post urges the election of John Zipper to the post of SG President, for we feel that he alone possesses the post of SG President, for we feel that he alone possesses the necessary leadership qualities to put his plans into action.

Kauffman
Martin Kauffman has a novel approach to the post of Student Government Treasurer—"to get the most for the least." While he is well to spend money when necessary, he believes the Treasurer's job is to protect the student's money. His qualifications for the job are unquestionable, and he is one of the hardest workers in SG. Observation Post strongly urges his election.

Landis
The Secretary of Student Government must be more than just a keeper of the minutes. As a member of SG's Executive Committee, he requires a solid understanding of both the intricacies of SG and the Administration of the College. He must approach his office creatively and possess the necessary leadership qualities to put his plans into action. Mark Landis is such an individual. We urge his election.

Campus Affairs
Considering neither candidate worthy of election to the position of Campus Affairs Vice-President, Observation Post endorses neither Stan Lowenthal nor Paul Hirsch. While Hirsch has upon occasion demonstrated imagination and intelligence, his work on Student Government has been conscientious worker, evinces a lack of knowledge in vital areas and an almost total lack of imagination.

Some People think SG is funny—

A thing to be laughed at.

If you have ever wondered what to use your BURSAR'S CARD for?!?!

PLAY or WATCH
STUDENT-FACULTY
BASKETBALL GAME
FRIDAY, MAY 8
7:30 PM
WINGATE GYM
Sponsored by the Class of '65.

F L Y T O E U R O P E !
[Second Successful Year]
CAPITOL AIRWAYS
July 7 - N. Y. - London - Sept. 4 - Paris - N. Y.
$259 round-trip
Call: RONNIE (7 PM) week days) AD 1-2190
Planning A Tour? KLM-Jet
4 countries—24 days—June 7 to July 27
Reasonably Priced at $495.00 complete.
Call: FRAN (FO 6-376)

The City College does not sponsor nor authorize these flights.
Garbage Is National Resource That Is Just Going To Waste

Garbage is a valuable "national resource" that is needlessly going down the drain, a professor here has found. This unusual view of garbage as a commodity lies behind a remedy for the nation's waste disposal problems that has been proposed by Dr. Julius Kaikow, a geographer and geologist. He contends that waste disposal by using the process known as composting, would (1) decrease the chances of pollution and post-infection, (2) be a source of profit, and (3) aid in conservation.

Basically, composting involves the conversion of organic matter into humus for use in agriculture and horticulture. In the composting process, organic matter is broken down by fermenting microorganisms that cause a rise in temperature sufficient to destroy harmful organisms which may be present. In some methods, even metal objects, are shredded and pulverized and used as part of the compost.

The methods of waste disposal currently in use have been subjected to increasingly widespread criticism. Dumping, probably the most common method, can be a relatively economical means of disposal where land is available for such a purpose. Professor Kaikow pointed out, however, that the eyesore it creates and the vermin it attracts lower real estate value and make the garbage dump a potential health hazard. Dumping may result in pollution of ground water supplies, and, if burning is permitted, of air pollution also. In addition, refuse-dumping sites have already become severely limited or unavailable within the limits of cities or even nearby suburbs, he noted.

Sanitary fill of marshes and other wetlands, which involve covering refuse with a layer of dirt to provide additional land for development, is unsatisfactory, Dr. Kaikow explained. The process does not attract either rodents or insects, and, as an alternative to these measures, Dr. Kaikow offered composting, "the cleanest, safest method of waste disposal, which does not attract either rodents or flies."

An advantage of the composting process is its relatively low cost. Although the process is not in itself a completely economical method, the finished product can be sold so that much of the cost of production is recoverable, he asserted. Where markets for compost have been developed, composting becomes the cheapest method, Dr. Kaikow said.

Let's say for a minute, this is you.

Once you wear the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the United States Air Force, what's in store for you?

Well, you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a vital defense mission. Or you may lead a research team tackling problems on the frontier of knowledge. You'll be helping to run an organization that's essential to the safety of the free world.

Sounds like you'll be called on to shoulder a good deal of responsibility, doesn't it? But when you come right down to it, that's what your college years have been preparing you for. You've got ability and a good education. Now's the time to put them to work!

You'll have every opportunity to prove your talents in the Air Force. By doing so, you can put yourself and your country ahead.

If you're not already enrolled in ROTC, you can earn your commission at Air Force Officer Training School—a three-month course that's open to both men and women college graduates. To apply, you must be within 210 days of graduation.

U.S. Air Force
THE BEAVERS WENTS 8-1; Otto And Wunsch Pace Triumph
By MARK BENDER

The Beaver spirits were as sunny as the weather yesterday as the College's tennis team downed Iona by a score of 8-1. Highlight of the afternoon's sparring on the Finley Courts was Karl Otto's win over top Gael Frank Ringle in the first singles set with scores of 6-3 and 6-7. Beavcrs Kenny Wunsch, also in a singles match, swung to 6-4 and 6-2 victories over Kevin Duffy.

The Beaver's Marty Delich contributed a 6-0, 6-1 set of victories over Dick Pratt for his slain of the glory. Joel Dudvinski came through with a repeat performance, much to the pleasure of Coach Karlin, winning his match 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 over Pete Hadhazy. In other singles matches Richy Gavrich, chloride Gael Randy Palmer 6-2, 6-2, and Mike Seiden belted out 6-4, 6-0 victories over his Italian opponent John Orsibyn. With the Beaver dominating the singles, all that was left for the Gaels were the doubles matches. They managed to grab one of the three while the Beavers easily collected the other two.

Commenting on his team, Coach Karlin stated that this boys "looked good today," but would have to put on a burst of skill and power to quiet the roar of the Adelphi Panthers on May 13. Kenny Wunsch is constantly tying with Karl Otto for the top spot on the Beaver's team. Coach Karlin remarked that "some weeks the boys have to flip a coin" for the position of top rung on the ladder because Otto and Wunsch are "just about equal."

Netmen To Meet Maritime Today

With the many rainouts during the early part of the season, the Beaver racketeers will be back in action today at 3 PM when they take on the New York State Maritime. The action will occur on the Beaver's home court.

So far this season the Sailors have won one in three decisions. Their victory came over Pace while the loss to Adelphi, a 6-2 victory over the Adelphi Panthers.

The Beaver's team, on the other hand, will counter with their fine attack. Assistant coach Randy Vanderwall and Bill Freihouf and Sam Pregm. The men hold down the numbers one and two on the team.

The Beaver did not face the Maritime Academy last year and they will be looking for a victory over the sailors.

The next game on the racketeer's agenda is St. John's this Friday also in the Finley Courts. Starting time is 3 PM.

-lacrosse

Their defeats have come at the sticks of Lehigh, 6-3, Swarthmore, 5-3, and Adelphi, 16-7. The Laver also has lost to the Panthers by a 10-5 margin.

Beaver goateadter Andy Markoe has seen plenty of action from attackmen Wlalt Stamner, Stan Poreda and Don Baxter. Thee men have been the hub of the Beaver's offense.

The Beavers, on the other hand, will counter with their fine attack. Assistant coach Andy Markoe has seen plenty of action from attackmen Wlalt Stamner, Stan Poreda and Don Baxter. Those men have been the hub of the Beaver's offense.

The Beaver offense will once again be led by captain Walter Brown. Red has also doubled on the attack on occasions this season and is a top candidate for All-American honors.

The next game on the Beaver schedule will be Saturday when they travel to Philadelphia to meet Drexel.
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